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STATES

NUCLEAR REGULATORY COMMISSION
WASHINGTON. D.C. 2155-COM

-*

September 10, 1999

The Honorable Paul D. Coverdeli
"United States Senator

100 Colony Square. Suite 300

1175 Peachtree Street N. E.
Atlanta, Georgia 30361
Dear Senator Coverdell:
I am responding to your ietter to Mr. Dennis Rathbun of August 9, 1999. You asked us to
review John Sherman's letter of August 2, 1999, and reply to you at your Georgia office.
Mr. Sherman is concerned that the Farley Nuclear Plant and other nuclear plants are not yet
Year 2000 (Y2K) compliant He mentioned the following Issues associated with nuclear plant
Y2K compliance:
(1) Faley's Y2K ready date (not compliant date) Is December 16, 1999.
(2) It takes 4 to 6 months to shut down a reactor, andthe actdor mustbe coedtheentire
(3) The Faey-plant and other Y2knon-compliant plants should be shut- o
-,
-items(1)-end(2)are o,

ight nhow •f
.

Before I address the Farey Nuclear Plant, I want to explain the differencetetween the terms
ystems or
generalymeinh".at chjler
amplnrt
complianL. w2K
"Y2K ray and X2K
and
ntadewenhtebt
from,
data
dateftkne
wees
yt
apU~tlnswllacu
twenty-.first cently (the !ye l 999 an9d 200'0),'and ieap-year.clcu tins:2,
Inothe
fse
generally means that a computer system oru pplication is sut
_compliant
year 2000 even though thecomputer system,-applcation, ordevice
In other words, being Y2K ready means Farley Nuclear Plant.compond functikon
properly through rollover to the new millennium even though they might notdlsay thecorrect
date on a readout device, chart or recorder. For Y2K ready systems, utilitIes m have-to take
additional measures to ensure that the systems, components.and equipment nclion as
intended. For example, plant operators could set a computer.clock back to another year to
make a system Y2K ready. The system would still function properly through -olover to the new
millennium. They would then make the system Y2K compliant at a later date. #Mostnuclear
plant Items are now Y2K compliant.
In response to Item (1), the Farley Nuclear Plant, Unit 1, Is Y2K ready. However, to make the
seoond'4Frey plant (Unilt 2) Y2K ready, Southern Nuclear Operating Company (SNC) needs to
fix one more item. SNC needs to modify and test computer software on its'systern that controls
the Unit 2 steam turbine. The system that controls the steam turbine does not affect plant
safety. The steam turbine turns an attachedielectrical generator to produce electricity. SNC
has successfully modified and tested the turbine control computer software on Unit 1, but it
needs to wait until the next Unit 2 refueling shutdown later this Fall to modify and test the Unit 2
steam turbine computer software.
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Honorable Paul D. Coverdell

.-Regarding Items (2) and (3), SNC completes a routine Farley plant shutdown from full operating
-power In about 18 hours. It takes only a few seconds to manually or automatically shut down a
nuclear plant in an emergency. These routine and emergency shutdown timesare reasonable
averages for all nuclear power plants. SNC plans to shut down Unit 2for refue|ing and other
maintenance, modify and test the software, and begin producing power again by about
December 16, 1999. We do not expect the Y2K Issue to affect the safetyofthelfarley Nuclear
Plant, Units 1 and 2, or their ability to supply electrical power to the natio
l
poe grid.
Thus, we see no reason to shut down Farley Nucle Plant, Units I and2. Furthermore, we
have undertaken an exhaustive effort to ensure that all nuclear power plants that are not fully
ready for Y2K are on track to be Y2K ready before the end of the year.
Enclosed Is the latest NRC statusi rep•rt on-Y2K activities. We recently compeed our onsite

Y2K.reviews at all 103U.S. nuuý rwpants
Ire ahve c
Y2K,-rrelated problem*which afft h
romance safy

rmed -h-at
no
-teme edto sfely shut

down the. plants.: More Y2K Informaiion is avalableon our Web site at
httni/www.nnrc.gov/NRC/Y2KNY2KRedvA~nl.

I hope that this information is responsive to Mr. Sherman's concerns. I am lappy to give you
any more details that you might need.
"Sincerely,

.1

'Executive Director
for Operationes
Enclosure: NRC Y2K Status Report
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